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The acousto-optic effect, in which an acoustic wave causes variations in the optical index of refraction, imposes a fundamental limitation on the determination of the normal velocity, or normal displacement, distribution on the surface of an acoustic transducer or optically reflecting pellicle by a
scanning heterodyne, or homodyne, laser interferometer. A general method of compensation is
developed for a pulsed harmonic pressure field, transmitted by an acoustic transducer, in which the
laser beam can transit the transducer nearfield. By representing the pressure field by the Rayleigh
integral, the basic equation for the unknown normal velocity on the surface of the transducer or pellicle is transformed into a Fredholm equation of the second kind. A numerical solution is immediate
when the scanned points on the surface correspond to those of the surface area discretization.
Compensation is also made for oblique angles of incidence by the scanning laser beam. The present
compensation method neglects edge waves, or those due to boundary diffraction, as well as effects
due to baffles, if present. By allowing measurement in the nearfield of the radiating transducer, the
method can enable quantification of edge-wave and baffle effects on transducer radiation. A verification experiment has been designed. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4929372]
[AGP]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term acousto-optics refers to the interaction of light
and sound, especially concerning measurement, sensing, visualization, and uses of acoustic fields by or with light.1,2
Applications include acousto-optic modulators (AOMs),3
e.g., Bragg cells;2,4 anemometry in air and water;5,6 calibration of acoustical devices used in medicine7 apropos of radiation dosage and power delivery, e.g., for diagnostics,
treatment by acoustically induced hyperthermia, and lithotripsy;8–10 Schlieren visualization of ultrasonic fields,11,12
e.g., radiation or scattering of sound;13,14 and vibrometry to
detect and quantify mechanical vibrations, e.g., for materials
characterization,15 non-destructive testing and evaluation,16,17 and visualization of patterns of surface vibration;6,18 among other things.
There is some question about the influence of the
acousto-optic effect when the aim is direct optical measurement of (i) vibrations of a radiating transducer surface, or
(ii) acoustically induced vibrations in a very thin, optically
reflective, acoustically transparent membrane, called a pellicle, suspended in the acoustic field of the radiating transducer. It is even questioned whether it is possible to
compensate for this effect.19,20 It is this compensation for
the two numbered cases here that is the subject of the present
work.
a)
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In the following, some background information is provided on the acousto-optic effect and optical methods being
used for the calibration of underwater acoustic transducers
and hydrophones. The pellicle is described, and its assumed
use in the subsequent development of theory is explained as
a matter of convenience, without loss of generality. The
acousto-optic effect is then modeled for a representative configuration for measurement of optical backscatter from a
radiating surface. A method of compensation for acoustooptic interactions, which generally includes the transducer
nearfield, is developed, and the numerical realizability of
this method is addressed. Both feasibility and limitations of
the method are discussed. An experiment to verify the
method of acoustic-optic effect compensation is designed.
This is also extended to verify the method of compensating
for non-normal incidence of the laser beam, and to determine
effects of edge waves and baffles.
A. Acousto-optic effect

The acousto-optic effect, also called the piezo-optic
effect and, more generally, the elastooptical effect,1 is due to
an acoustically induced change in the optical refraction
index l of the propagation medium. The mechanism for this
in fluids is compression and rarefaction, i.e., variations in
mass density q, associated with an acoustic wave.
Parenthetically, this can be understood through the molecular polarizability, which is inversely proportional to q.11,21
In the Clausius–Mossotti equation, the molecular
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polarizability is expressed in terms of the macroscopic
dielectric constant e. By applying Maxwell’s relation for e at
optical frequencies, namely e ¼ l2, Lorentz and Lorenz
derived an equation relating q and l, establishing that small
variations in q are linearly proportional to variations in l.
For reference, the nominal ambient value of l for pure
water at optical frequencies is 1.333 according to Ref. 22 or
approximately 1.34 according to Ref. 21. Insofar as l is
regarded as a complex quantity, as in Ref. 23, the numerical
values cited here are to be understood as the corresponding
real parts.
Of greater importance to this work is the variation of l
with the acoustic pressure p. To first order,
l ¼ l0 þ cp;

(1)

where l0 is the mean refractive index of the ambient medium, and c ¼ ð@l=@pÞs is the isentropic piezo-optic coefficient. Scruby and Drain2 tabulate values of c based on
measurements “taken close to 23  C.” These are
1.447  1010 Pa1 at the optical wavelength 589 nm, and
1.431  1010 Pa1 at 546 nm. A temperature dependence of
c is also reported: at 633 nm, it decreases from
1.508  1010 Pa1 at 15  C to 1.444  1010 Pa1 at 25  C.

oriented toward the source transducer, enabling direct measurement of its receiving characteristics.8,31–33
The main optical methods for measuring the normal velocity distribution on the surface of a radiating transducer or
the acoustic particle velocity distribution in the field are
based on laser interferometry. Historically, the first of these
used an optical Michelson interferometer to detect and measure the displacement of a pellicle, if not that of the transducer surface itself.34 It became the basis of a primary
calibration method for high-frequency hydrophones.8,35,36 A
second method uses a laser Doppler vibrometer to detect and
measure the velocity of a pellicle or transducer surface.9,33,37
These two interferometric methods involve phase and
frequency modulation. As noted by Dewhurst and Shan,38
phase is sensitive to displacement and frequency is sensitive
to velocity. Because the optical frequency is so high, demodulation is required to extract information in the ultrasonic
signal from the optical measurements. If the demodulation is
accomplished at the same optical frequency, the system is
called a homodyne laser interferometer and, usually, measures displacement. If the demodulation is accomplished at a
different frequency, as by a Bragg cell operating at tens of
megahertz, the system is called a heterodyne laser interferometer and measures velocity.

B. Acoustic field projection and measurement
methods

C. Pellicle

The nominal quantity of interest is the normal velocity
distribution, or normal displacement distribution, on a planar
transducer transmitting a harmonic signal or on a pellicle in
the radiating acoustic field. Given knowledge of the normal
velocity or displacement distribution on the transducer, the
radiated field can be determined by direct evaluation of a
Rayleigh integral.24–26 Given knowledge of the field on a
surface external to and surrounding the source, it is possible
to infer the normal velocity, or displacement, distribution on
the transducer surface or the radiated field at other positions,
as by the plane-wave angular-spectrum method.27 Both forward and backward projection, or propagation, of fields is
supported by the method. Numerical examples were developed by Stepanishen and Benjamin.28 Examples for actual
transducers were presented by Humphrey et al. based on
hydrophone scans in a plane29 and laser Doppler vibrometer
measurements of pellicle velocity.30
Here, the envisaged measurements on a pellicle, or finite
section of a plane, do not rigorously satisfy the conditions
needed for backward propagation27 according to the underlying Kirchhoff-Helmholtz diffraction theory. However, at the
high frequencies of many ordinary planar transducers, partial
measurements made on a section of a plane, e.g., pellicle,
may be sufficient for a good approximation.30 This process
may be aided by placing the pellicle near to the transducer.
Knowledge of the radiated field of a transducer in a
plane outside of the transducer also has value for the calibration of hydrophones or transducers operated passively. Since
the field determination is absolute, the passive device to be
calibrated can be placed in the plane where the normal particle velocity, or displacement, distribution is known, and

A pellicle was assumed in the pioneering study by
Mezrich et al.34 It was used in development of standard calibration methods for hydrophones and transducers, both by
homodyne laser interferometry for displacement measurement8,31 and by heterodyne laser interferometry for velocity
measurement.9,33,39
A number of effects associated with pellicles in the
form of a circular membrane have been noted and addressed
in the literature. These include non-flatness of the pellicle,34
frequency-dependent acoustic transmission,8,31 excitation of
Lamb waves,31 and, generally, motion-following. Royer and
Casula18 concluded that suitably thin membranes made of
Mylar, or a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) polyester film,
could transmit spatial and temporal details of acoustic waveforms with fidelity. For a 3-lm-thick aluminum- or goldcoated membrane, Royer and Casula found that the filtering
effect and spatial broadening were negligible for frequencies
up to 30 MHz and half-power beam diameters greater than
0.2 mm. They also noted that the minimum detected displacement for the particular heterodyne laser interferometer
of their study was 0.1 nm.
Similar effects, supplemented by that of alignment,33
have been noted for pellicles in the form of a strip. An important finding in Ref. 33 was that reducing the width of the
strip could force resonant modes above the ultrasonic frequency of interest.
Actual pellicles have spanned a range of dimensions.
Mezrich et al.34 used a 6-lm-thick metalized plastic film in
the form of a circular membrane with diameter up to
150 mm for ultrasonic frequencies less than 10 MHz.
Higgins et al.40 also used a 6-lm-thick metalized circular
pellicle, 150-mm diameter, at 1 MHz. Royer et al.41 used a
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15-lm-thick gold-coated Mylar circular membrane at frequencies up to 20 MHz and, in a later study, Royer and
Casula18 examined similar membranes of thickness 3, 6, and
12 lm, concluding that the 3-lm-thick membrane was
adequate for frequencies up to 30 MHz. Esward and
Robinson8 used a 3.5-lm-thick pellicle with 25-nm-thick
gold coating up to 60 MHz. Koch and Mollenstruck32 used a
2-lm-thick membrane of polyethylene terephthalate at frequencies up to 70 MHz. Harland et al.9 used a 5-lm-thick
circular membrane with 100-mm diameter, with 25-nm-thick
gold-coating, at frequencies up to 20 MHz. To avoid certain
acoustically excited modes in a membrane of circular shape,
Theobald et al.33 experimented with strip pellicles. These
consisted of 23-lm-thick Mylar membranes coated with a
40-nm-thick layer of aluminum, with widths from 2 to
12.6 mm. The applicable frequency range was 10–600 kHz.
D. Transducer versus pellicle measurement

Knowledge of the normal velocity distribution on a pellicle is immediately useful for calibrating hydrophones or
transducers operated passively. Knowledge of this distribution can also be used to characterize the transmitting transducer, i.e., to determine the normal velocity distribution on
its active radiating surface, as when a direct measurement of
the transducer vibration is impossible or disadvantageous.
These cases argue for the greater generality of a pellicle
measurement, which is therefore assumed in the following,
but as a matter of convenience and without fundamental
limitation.
II. MODELING THE ACOUSTO-OPTIC EFFECT

A representative measurement configuration is sketched
in Fig. 1. A planar transducer is mounted with axis oriented
along the horizontal in a water-filled tank. A pellicle is suspended with surface parallel to that of the transducer. Its distance from the transducer is essentially arbitrary, limited
only by the dimensions of the tank and desire to make a freefield measurement of a steady-state acoustic signal, without

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a representative configuration for laser measurement of the motion of an optically reflecting pellicle due to ensonification by a transducer. The pellicle and transducer surface are shown as being
parallel, although this does not constitute a rigorous constraint on the
method. The laser beam is scanned with generally oblique angle of incidence at the pellicle. Optical scattering by inhomogeneities and other nonuniformities in or on the pellicle, including surface roughness, are assumed
to generate diffuse scattering sufficient for detection by the laser measurement system.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 138 (3), September 2015

multipath interference due to extraneous acoustic reflections
from the tank boundary surfaces. A heterodyne laser interferometer, with scanning beam, is mounted outside of the tank,
with access to the acoustic field through a window. The
scanning mechanism is assumed to involve rotation of a mirror, e.g., as controlled by a calibrated stepper motor, hence,
with generally oblique incidence of the laser beam on the
pellicle. Inhomogeneities and non-uniformities in the pellicle
are assumed to cause diffuse backscattering of the laser
beam sufficient for detection by the interferometer. The principal measurement is of the Doppler shift in laser beam frequency, which is proportional to velocity.
The object of a measurement with such a representative
configuration is the acoustic particle velocity at the pellicle,
which is arguably the more general case as discussed in Sec.
I D. The basic problem, and the reason for this paper, is that
optical measurement of the normal velocity on the pellicle is
also affected by the acoustic field between the pellicle and
entrance-exit of the laser beam into-from the tank.
Acoustically induced variations in the refractive index
directly impact propagation of the laser beam through the
acousto-optic effect, with cumulative action along the optical propagation path and quantification by a line integral
over the same.
Previously, the acousto-optic effect has been modeled
vis-a-vis optical determination of pellicle motion, both by
homodyne laser interferometric determination of displacement31,34,36 and by heterodyne laser interferometric determination of velocity.9,10,42 It has also been modeled for crossbeam measurement of the acoustic field in a plane parallel
with that of the radiating transducer9,39,43 or crosswise to the
beam axis in the case of a focusing transducer.10 None of
these methods addresses the case of oblique incidence,
which is being considered here, in addition to nearfield
effects.
Here, the formulas in Refs. 10, 31, and 36, which apply
to the case of normal incidence of the laser beam on the pellicle, are adapted for the general case of oblique incidence,
as suggested by the scanning operation indicated in Fig. 1.
The formulas in Refs. 31 and 36, which apply to displacement determination, are further adapted here for velocity
determination. The pellicle velocity that is observed, or
measured, by the heterodyne laser interferometer is in line
with the optical path. For convenience, both the measured
and the actual, or true, pellicle velocities are expressed in
terms of their respective normal components, v^ and v. These
are assumed equal to the respective in-line components divided by the cosine of the scanning angle h, which is defined
as the angle between the direction of the backscattered laser
beam and normal to the pellicle. The actual pellicle velocity
is equal to the measured pellicle velocity adjusted or corrected for the acousto-optic effect along the optical path
wherever the acoustic field is present. Since the laser beam
transits the acoustic field twice, effectively instantaneously,
the one-way effect is doubled in the model below, as in
Refs. 10, 31, 34, 36, and 43.
In the following, reference is made to Fig. 2. The optical
beam for a particular scanning angle h is assumed to strike
the pellicle at position P at r 0 . The entrance-exit of the same
Kenneth G. Foote and Peter D. Theobald
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optical beam into-from the water volume is at position E at
r e , which will change with h. Thus,
ð
2c d re
pðrÞ dr;
(2)
v^ðr0 Þ ¼ l0 vðr0 Þ 
cos h dt r0
where l0 is the refractive index of the ambient medium, c is
the isentropic acousto-optic or piezo-optic coefficient,
defined in Sec. I A, pðrÞ is the acoustic pressure at position
G at r on the optical path between P and E, assumed to be a
straight line, and dr denotes an infinitesimal increment of
length along the optical path. There is an implicit time dependence in v, v^, and p.
For a transient acoustic signal, the upper limit of integration in Eq. (2) is the intersection of the acoustic wavefront and the laser beam. For a pulsed harmonic acoustic
signal, the quasi-steady-state time dependence is exp(ixt),
where x is the angular frequency in radians per second, and
the time t is reckoned from the start of a transmission. If this
time dependence is used in Eq. (2), and the wavefront at the
time of optical sampling is between P and E,
v^ðr0 Þ ¼ l0 vðr0 Þ þ

2icx
cos h

ð r0f
pðrÞ dr;

(3)

r0

where the time dependence is again implicit, and r 0f denotes
the intersection of the acoustic wavefront and the laser
beam. It is noted that r0f is generally different from r f , which
is defined in Fig. 2 as the intersection of the front of the partial wave, emanating from position Q at r00 on the pellicle
surface S, and the laser beam. This difference reflects the
greater complexity in analysis that is required when the normal velocity distribution is to be determined on the surface

FIG. 2. (Color online) Geometry of a representative measurement configuration, indicating the acoustic wavefront due to a partial wave emanating from
the pellicle surface S at position r 00 , designated Q, and the laser beam
between the optical window, with entrance into and exit from the measurement volume at position r e , designated E, and the pellicle surface S, with
intersection at position r 0 , designated P. The angle of incidence of the laser
beam on the pellicle, measured as the angle between the optical backscattering direction and the normal at P is h. This is also called the laser-beam
scanning angle. The acoustic wavefront of the partial wave from Q and the
laser beam intersect at position rf , designated F. A general position r
between P and F is designated G. The distance from Q to G is R ¼ jr  r00 j.
The source of the acoustic field, a transmitting transducer, and the system
axis are both indicated for reference purposes. The various positions are
described within a coordinate system, with origin O.
1630
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of an intervening pellicle rather than directly on the transducer surface itself. The upper limit of integration is indeed
governed by causality, explained further below.
In some earlier work, the essential integral for acoustooptic effect compensation was evaluated for a plane
wave31,34,42 or a spherical wave.10 The field is not so well
behaved, in general, especially in the so-called nearfield.44
Recognition of the spatial complexity of the nearfield led
Sapozhnikov et al.19,20 to conclude that the normal velocity on
the transducer, or another surface, such as that of a pellicle,
cannot be determined in general. Here, it is asserted that the
normal velocity on the transducer or pellicle can be determined
even when the laser beam transits the transducer nearfield.
Assumption of a purely harmonic time dependence is not
rigorous for several reasons: most transmitted signals are finite
in duration, and the desire to avoid multipath interference
requires limiting the transmit duration according to the measurement configuration, as in Fig. 1. However, it has been
observed in practice that high-frequency ultrasonic signals often reach full amplitude within about two cycles.9,33 Some of
the observed build-up in amplitude is due to the delay in arrival of acoustic waves emanating from parts on the transducer
surface away from that nearest to the measurement point.
The harmonic-wave assumption is nonetheless tenable
for measurements realized in the following manner. The
laser interferometric measurements are synchronized with
the acoustic transmissions. The measurement time t is reckoned from the start of transmission of a pulsed sinusoidal
signal of duration s  k=c, where k is the acoustic wavelength and c is the ambient speed of sound. That is, the physical extent of the signal, cs, spans many acoustic
wavelengths. The acoustic wavefront, at distance ct from the
transmitting transducer, is assumed to lie between the pellicle and window, exceeding the distance to the pellicle by a
sufficient number of acoustic wavelengths so that the pellicle
vibration is driven by radiation from all parts of the transducer and is characteristic of a steady state.
In evaluating the integral term in Eq. (3), therefore, notwithstanding the desired steady-state condition, time-offlight, or causality, considerations are applied. For a given t
and a particular optical path between r0 and r e , pðrÞ is zero
for all points r for which the distance to the nearest point on
the transmitting transducer exceeds ct. In this quasi-steadystate approximation, as in the abovementioned case of the
transient signal, the upper limit of integration in Eq. (3) is r f .
For measurements of pellicle motion, rf represents an upper
bound to the integration, but causality will dictate the precise
limit for each point on the pellicle surface S. For the arbitrary point r 00 on S, denoted Q, rf ¼ rf ðr00 Þ.
III. COMPENSATING FOR THE ACOUSTO-OPTIC
EFFECT

Equation (3) effectively solves the forward problem.
Given knowledge of the normal component of velocity v on
the pellicle surface S, the pressure field p between S and the
optical window can be determined from the constantfrequency form of the Rayleigh integral,24–26 at least under
certain conditions, e.g., high-frequency operation, with
Kenneth G. Foote and Peter D. Theobald
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relatively directional transmission from the planar source
transducer, and placement of S close to the transducer, barring direct observation of the transducer surface vibration.
The integral in Eq. (3) can then be evaluated, with solution
for v^ at position r0 on the pellicle, as determined from measurement of the in-line component of velocity.
Here it is the inverse problem—to determine the actual
normal velocity v on the pellicle, or transducer—that must
be solved. The object of such a representative measurement
is the acoustic particle velocity at the pellicle. This is not
simple, for p generally depends on the normal component v
of the velocity, which is evident when use is made of the
Rayleigh integral applied to the pellicle surface S, regarded
here as a secondary source of acoustic radiation, namely,
ð
ixq0
pðr Þ ¼
(4)
vðr00 Þ  n^ R1 expðikRÞ dS;
2p

Equation (5) is recognized to be a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind,48 with straightforward numerical solution. This may proceed by discretization of the transducer
surface S into n finite elements with centers at
{r 00j ; j ¼ 1; 2; …; n}, with respective finite area DSj , followed
by measurement or observation v^j at each of these points.
Alternatively, and more naturally, the surface discretization
may follow that of the scanning measurements. In both cases,
solution of the equation is immediate. In discrete form,

where q0 is the mass density of the ambient medium, vðr 00 Þ is
the velocity of the pellicle at position r00 , denoted Q, on the
optically reflecting pellicle surface S, n^ is the unit normal to
that surface at r 00 , R ¼ jr  r00 j is the distance from r 00 to the
field point r, and k is the acoustic wavenumber. The integration is performed for all points r 00 on S. Thus, assuming that
vðr00 Þ  n^ is known on S, p can be computed, thence the line
integral in Eq. (3), which can be solved for the normal component v^ of the measured in-line velocity.
There are two unknowns here: vðr00 Þ  n^, and the spatial
extent of S necessary to characterize this secondary source
of acoustic radiation sufficiently for inference of the normal
velocity distribution on the primary acoustic source transducer, as by a projection method cited in Sec. I B. In certain
cases, one or more approximations might be appropriate;
however, the compound nature of many transducers, not to
mention the importance of attachments or bonding conditions, complicated further by baffling and edge effects, may
easily produce non-uniformities in the normal velocity distribution26,45–47 beyond guessing. For the mentioned conditions of high-frequency directional transmission and pellicle
placed close to the primary source transducer, the extent of S
will be very similar to that of the active transmitting area of
the primary source transducer. It will, therefore, be assumed
in the following that the choice, or practical definition, of S
does not incur significant error.
Substitution of Eq. (4) in Eq. (3), with rearrangement of
the order of integration, is revealing:

and R ¼ jr  r 00j j. The integration is performed along the optical path, assumed to be a straight line, from the pellicle at
position P to the intersection of the laser beam with the partial wavefront emanating from S at position Q, namely, position F, hence from r i ¼ r 0i to rf ¼ rf ðr00j Þ.
The solution to Eq. (6) when there is a measurement v^i
at each finite surface element centered at r i is

v^ðr0 Þ ¼ l0 vðr0 Þ
cq x2
þ 0
p cos h

ð

vðr00 Þ

ð rf

R1 expðikRÞ dr dS;

(5)

r0

where R ¼ jr  r00 j, and r00 is a point on S, which is moved
over S in the performance of the integration. Significantly,
the normal component of the pellicle velocity v appears
twice, both inside an integral and in a separate non-integral
term. The value of v at a particular position r0 depends on
the values vðr00 Þ at all other points r 00 on S, i.e., on the distribution of values of v over S.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 138 (3), September 2015

v^i ¼ l0 vi þ

n
X

Mij vj ;

(6)

j

where
Mij ¼

cq0 x2 DSj
p cos h

ð rf

R1 expðikRÞ dr;

(7)

ri

v ¼ ðl0 I þ MÞ1 ^v ;

(8)

where I is the identity matrix.
For generality, it is noted that if the laser-beam scanning
density were greater than that of the pellicle surface discretization, the measurements could be combined, as by averaging, over the respective finite element. This would define an
effective scanning point. Conversely, if the scanning density
were less than that of the pellicle surface discretization, the
finite elements in the neighborhood of the scanning point
could be combined, as by adding the individual areas and
averaging the respective centroids. This would define an
effective finite element. In both of these cases, as well as the
special case of exact correspondence between laser-beam
scanning and pellicle surface discretization, there would be a
one-to-one correspondence between the respective scanning
point and finite element, whether actual or effective.
At the same time, it is noted that the laser beam has a finite if small cross section. This implies a degree of areal
averaging at each scanning point and imposes a natural limit
on the number n of scanning points to avoid redundancy in
sampling. This number is the total scanned area divided by
the cross sectional area of the scanning laser beam. Another
natural limit on the number of scanning points is imposed by
the scale size of acoustic-field variation over the scanning
area. This is generally unknown, but in finite-element modeling of acoustic radiation it is often assumed to be captured
by spatial sampling at k=8, or more conservatively at k=10,
where k is the acoustic wavelength. In the specific case of
spatial sampling at k=10, the natural limit on the number n
of scanning points is the total scanned area divided by
(k=10)2. In the general case that the two numbers are different, it is most important to capture the acoustic variability
Kenneth G. Foote and Peter D. Theobald
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across the scanned pellicle, with spatial sampling at least at
the Nyquist rate, i.e., at a spatial frequency at least double
the frequency of spatial variation. The second number is
most pertinent, but if the first number is smaller, then it must
be recognized that the laser-beam sampling may be insufficient at any density, suggesting the possible need for a
change in scanning conditions, e.g., change in scanning heterodyne laser interferometer or possibly in pellicle
placement.

In one instance, the rank of the matrix was also computed
as the number of linearly independent rows or columns of the
original fully dense matrix. Given the expected independence
of the elements, the rank should equal the number of rows n
assumed when populating the original matrix. In the mentioned case, for n ¼ 5000, the computed rank was 5000.
A single timing computation was performed for the case
n ¼ 20 000. The time to compute the inverse matrix was
344 s.
V. DISCUSSION

IV. NUMERICAL REALIZABILITY

A. Feasibility

A particular solution to Eq. (8) is immediate: when the
number of scanned points, which are physically small areas,
on the pellicle is equal to the number of finite elements used
to discretize the radiating surface S. In this case, the matrix
M is square, of dimensions n  n, with individual elements
that can be evaluated directly according to Eq. (7). The matrix ðl0 I þ MÞ is similarly square and needs to be inverted
according to Eq. (8). Inversion is recognized to be a relatively time-consuming operation in matrix algebra. To determine the realizability of the inversion, therefore, a short
series of timing tests was performed within MATLAB using
two Intel Xeon CPU E5-2687W eight-core processors (Intel,
Santa Clara, CA), with each processor operating at
3.10 GHz. In all of the tests, the matrix M was fully dense,
with complex elements consisting of real and imaginary
parts drawn independently from a uniform random number
distribution defined on the domain [0,1]. Following population of the matrix, the inverse was computed, with operation
timed. Multiple runs were performed for each dimension n.
The timing results are given in Table I.
To check consistency, the matrix was multiplied by its
computed inverse, with expectation that this product matrix
would equal the identity matrix to within digital or quantization limits. The so-called L2-norm was computed for the
error matrix defined as the difference in computed product
matrix and identity matrix; it is the square root of the sum of
the squares of all elements of the error matrix. The computed
L2-norm is ideally zero, but inevitably, because of the finite
mathematics being used to render the inversion and the subsequent multiplication, and also the number of elements n2,
it is potentially a large number. Results for L2 are included
in Table I.

Measurement of transducer vibration by a heterodyne
laser interferometer in the form of a scanning laser Doppler
vibrometer is demonstrably feasible,9,10,30,33,42 although
with the caveat of correctly compensating for the acoustooptic effect. Given suitable optical reflectivity, the vibration
of a transmitting transducer can be measured directly. In the
more general case, vibrations induced in and transmitted by
an acoustically transparent pellicle placed in the radiating
field of a transducer can be measured. The plane-wave angular-spectrum method mentioned in Sec. I B can then be used
to infer the transducer motion. Another advantage of measuring pellicle motion is the possibility of replacing the pellicle by a hydrophone or a transducer being used passively to
measure its receiving response.
It is appreciated that the acousto-optic effect in the measurement of transducer or pellicle motion can be very significant,30,31,33–35,42 more than a mere perturbation of the
measured or observed velocity. A recognized obstacle to
quantification of this effect has been the spatial complexity
of the radiated acoustic field between pellicle and laser beam
window, i.e., in the optical measurement volume. This has
led to the practice of making measurements with the pellicle
in the transducer farfield. In one case, acousto-optic interactions were minimized by mounting the pellicle on the water
surface, with upward orientation of the bottom-mounted
transmitting transducer and laser measurement of the pellicle
motion entirely in air.32 Such constraints are awkward, and
also unnecessary, as demonstrated in this work by use of the
Rayleigh integral, if with limitations, to represent the radiated acoustic field.
Substitution of the Rayleigh integral for the radiated
pressure field between pellicle and window transforms the
basic equation for the acousto-optic effect into a Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind. The solution to this is
straightforward, and numerically realizable for a surface discretization consistent with the discussion in Sec. III and supported by the timing results in Table I, enabling the normal
velocity distribution on the pellicle, ergo on the transmitting
transducer surface, to be determined.
To illustrate this, the case of measurement of a 200mm-diameter circular transducer operating at 500 kHz is
cited. Scanning was performed by Cooling et al.42 with resolution of one-half of the acoustic wavelength k or less, hence
1.5 mm or less. The number of sampled points was at least
133 over the transducer diameter, or of order 13 000 over the
total radiating surface, i.e., less than 1152. If the scanning

TABLE I. Results of timing tests for inverting square matrices of dimensions n  n populated by complex elements, with real and imaginary parts
drawn independently from a uniform distribution defined over [0,1]. The
number of repetitions of computations for the particular n is noted by
“Iterations.” The range of times for the inversion operation is shown, as is
the range of the L2-norm, representing a conservative measure of numerical
accuracy.
n
1000
2000
5000
10000
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Iterations

Time (s)

L2-norm

3
3
2
2

0.13
0.67–0.69
7.5–7.7
48.9–51.3

6.66–8.66  1012
4.37–18.9  1011
4.31–6.85  1010
2.30–3.24  109
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were done at k=10, which reflects a more stringent standard
in common use, e.g., Ref. 49, the total number of sampling
points would be well under 36  104 or 6002. That is, the
part of the solution that is ordinarily most time-consuming is
entirely realizable.
B. Limitations

Use of the Rayleigh integral allows essentially arbitrary
placement of the pellicle between the transmitting transducer
and optical window without need to avoid the acoustic nearfield. However, the generally oblique angle of incidence of the
scanning laser beam on the pellicle renders the velocity
measurement in line with the laser beam, rather than
normal to the pellicle. The particular relationships assumed in
Secs. II and III are that the in-line velocity components are
equal to the respective projections of the normal velocity components. For the normal components v^ and v, the respective
projections in line with the optical beam are v^ cos h and
v cos h.
Two assumptions have been made: that the Rayleigh integral is a sufficient representation of the radiated acoustic
field and that the particle velocity at the pellicle is essentially
normal to the pellicle surface. Both are integral to the compensation method developed in Sec. III. To verify the
method, and assumptions too, an experiment has been
designed. It is presented in the Appendix. While the above
assumptions are not unreasonable, there is another effect that
challenges both assumptions: that of the edge wave.
The existence of an edge wave, or boundary diffraction
wave, was originally postulated by Thomas Young in 1802 to
explain diffraction by the edge of a body. Born and Wolf11
review the history of the concept and subsequent theory, with
application to diffracting bodies consisting of obstacles and
apertures. Examination of this theory, as by Born and Wolf,11
Sommerfeld,50 and Keller,51 reveals that the scalar wave
equation is adequate for much of the basic development,
hence, is equally applicable to acoustic diffraction, clearly
appreciated by Keller. One phenomenon that requires use of
the vector wave equation in optics is that of polarization, but
this does not apply to acoustic waves in fluids.
Whether an edge wave is appreciable in acoustic radiation was established at least as early as 1946 by Nichols52 in
examining radiation by a loudspeaker with baffles. Nichols
“postulated” that the acoustic wave transmitted over the surface of the baffle, encountering a rapid change in impedance
at the edge, gave rise to secondary radiation. Certon et al.36
have observed similar radiation from unbaffled underwater
transducers.
The present work does not assess the magnitude of the
edge-wave effect, but notes that it contributes to the radiation by the transmitting transducer. Thus it contributes generally to the pressure field between the pellicle and the
optical window, and the acousto-optic effect. The edge-wave
effect, as well as possible coupling between the acoustic
radiating surface of the transducer and the passive surface of
the baffle, could be quantified. This is also treated in the
Appendix.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The acousto-optic effect has been a limiting factor in the
determination of the normal velocity distribution on the surface of a transmitting, or radiating, transducer, or of a pellicle vibrating in the acoustic field of a transmitting
transducer. The particular problem addressed here has been
compensating for this effect when the in-line velocity distribution on a pellicle is measured by a scanning heterodyne
laser interferometer. If required, the in-line velocity on the
transducer might be measured directly or inferred by the
plane-wave angular-spectrum method, with similar inference
of the normal velocity and compensation for the acoustooptic effect. However, determination of the velocity distribution on the pellicle may be sufficient if the characteristics of
a hydrophone or another transducer operated in passive
mode are being determined, enabled by substitution of the
passive device for the pellicle. The same methods can be
applied to measurement of displacement by a homodyne
laser interferometer.
Compensating for the acousto-optic effect has involved
(i) representation of the radiated pressure field by the
Rayleigh integral, and (ii) assumption that the measured pellicle velocity in line with the incident laser beam is equal to
the product of the normal pellicle velocity and the cosine of
the angle between the backscattered laser beam and the normal to the pellicle surface. Incorporation of these expressions in the defining acousto-optic equation has revealed this
to be a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, with
immediate numerical solution. This is realizable for envisaged practical applications of the compensation in the calibration of transducers and hydrophones.
Implicit in the use of the Rayleigh integral and assumption of a cosine relationship between in-line and normal
components of velocity on the pellicle is the insignificant
contribution of edge, or boundary-diffraction, waves to the
primary acoustic radiation. Similarly, effects associated with
a baffle, if present, are assumed to be negligible.
An experiment to verify the described method of acoustooptic effect compensation has been designed. This has been
extended, through a consideration of additional, paralleldisplacement laser-beam measurements, to verify the cosine
relationship between in-line and normal components of velocity on the pellicle. The same kinds of measurements, when performed relatively near to the transducer surface, can quantify
effects due to edge waves and baffles, if present.
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APPENDIX: DESIGN OF A VERIFICATION
EXPERIMENT

Experimental verification of the compensation method
developed in this paper could be both useful and revealing.
The design of a possible verification experiment is given
here.
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The essential measurement configuration, instrumentation, and auxiliary equipment are shown or suggested in Fig.
1. A laboratory-size tank filled with fresh water is fitted with
an optical window through which measurements are made
with a scanning heterodyne laser Doppler interferometer,
such as a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer. Facing the optical window is an acoustic transducer. In between the window
and the transducer is a pellicle. This is so thin, by choice,
that it allows free passage of acoustic waves. It is also optically reflecting. It is supported on a frame enabling application of a light tension to maintain a flat, planar surface
during the measurements. Both the transducer and the pellicle frame are precisely and stably mounted, as on poles.
For convenience, the optical window and transducer
radiating surface, assumed planar, will be aligned, with respective centers on the system axis, as in Fig. 2. The normals
to the two surfaces, oriented into the measurement volume,
will be exactly opposite.
The transducer placement in the laboratory tank depends
on a number of considerations. These include the exact
dimensions of the transducer, desire to avoid or otherwise
minimize extraneous boundary-surface reflections, transducer shape and dimensions, and the acoustic frequency or
frequency band of operation. The pellicle placement will be
adjusted during the experiment.
1. Acousto-optic effect compensation

The basic measurement consists of heterodyne laser
Doppler interferometer scanning of the pellicle in the acoustic
field radiated by a pulsed acoustic transducer. The laser beam
is deflected over the pellicle surface by a rotating mirror controlled by a calibrated stepper motor. The laser operation is
synchronized with the pulsed transmissions of the transducer
so that the laser measurements are made at the same time relative to the start of the acoustic transmissions. Thus, the exact
geometry of the wavefront is known, as is the wavefront of
partial waves emanating from different points of the pellicle
surface, as indicated in Fig. 2.
Measurements of the velocity of the pellicle surface will
be performed at each of a series of transducer-pellicle separation distances as measured along the system axis. These separation distances will span the transducer nearfield from nearly
adjacent to the transducer, with distance on the order of onetenth of the acoustic wavelength k, to the largest available separation, near the optical window, consistent with the mentioned constraints. If possible, measurements will be made at a
greatest separation distance of at least 10  20 k. This will
enable optical measurements both in the deep nearfield of the
acoustic transducer, at separation distance k=10, and in the approximate axial farfield according to the criteria in Ref. 44.
The number of pellicle placements would be chosen
based on pragmatic considerations of the available laboratory and analysis time. Ideally, they would consist of at least
three transducer-pellicle separation distances, e.g., k=10, k,
and 10 k.
The measurements, when corrected for the acoustooptic effect, should be entirely consistent. This would be
gauged by computing the acousto-optic effect compensation
1634
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as described in Sec. III for each pellicle position. The compensated acoustic field would then be projected inward or
outward to a reference surface, e.g., the transducer radiating
surface and/or another surface between the transducer and
optical window by the methods cited in Sec. I B.
Finally, the transducer vibrations would be measured
without an intervening pellicle. This might require coating
the transducer surface to render it optically reflecting. Again,
compensation for the acoustic-optic effect would be computed and applied to the measurements.
For projections of the compensated pellicle measurements onto the transducer surface, comparison with the compensated transducer measurements could be immediate.
Otherwise, for another reference surface, the transducer
vibration measurements would be projected outward onto
that surface.
2. Compensation for non-normal incidence
of the laser beam

In modeling the acousto-optic effects, scanning of the
pellicle by a heterodyne laser Doppler interferometer has
been assumed to be effected with a rotating mirror. The incidence of the laser beam on the pellicle in this situation is
generally oblique, i.e., non-normal, as suggested in Figs. 1
and 2. Given interest in the normal velocity distribution over
the pellicle, or transducer surface, which ultimately determines the acoustic field structure, the equations in Secs. II
and III were cast in terms of the normal velocity component.
The assumption was made that the in-line component is
equal to the normal component multiplied by the cosine of
the angle between the normal to the pellicle surface and the
backscattered laser beam, i.e., cos h as indicated in Fig. 2.
As mentioned in Sec. II, the angle of incidence h is that of
scanning as determined by a rotating mirror. This is typically
known, as by use of a calibrated stepper motor.
Testing this cosine assumption is straightforward if the
scanning can be accomplished by parallel beam displacement. Several techniques have been used for such scanning,
with normal orientation of the laser beam. (i) Mezrich
et al.34 employed two galvanometers and a series of lenses
to deflect the laser beam normal to the optical window, pellicle, and transducer surface. By rotating the galvanometers
synchronously and in parallel, the beam can be displaced in
parallel to a new position on the lens nearest to the optical
window, hence preserving the condition of normal incidence.
The cross sectional area of the lens must exceed that of the
pellicle surface to be scanned. (ii) Bacon31 used a beam displacer in the form of a rotatable glass block together with a
translatable lens. This system was also used by Preston
et al.35 (iii) Other parallel beam-displacement techniques
can be imagined.
Data collected with a parallel-beam displacement-scanning technique are analyzed in the same way that data collected with a rotating beam are analyzed, but now with
acousto-optic effect compensation rendered at the normal
angle h ¼ 0 over the entire scanned surface. The results of
the compensation, namely, a normal velocity distribution on
the scanned pellicle, can be compared directly with the
Kenneth G. Foote and Peter D. Theobald
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corresponding results for the same pellicle placement as in
Subsection 1 of this appendix, but where, generally, h 6¼ 0.
The two normal velocity distributions should be identical if
the ratio of in-line and normal velocity components is cos h,
as hypothesized.
3. Determining effects of edge waves and baffles

The presence of edge waves, or boundary-diffraction
waves, is inevitable and relatively complicated, as suggested
in Sec. V B. Edge waves will be generated by a radiating
transducer without or with a baffle. Estimates of the magnitude of this can be made according to the geometrical theory
of diffraction,51 acknowledging especially the importance of
edge shape. The magnitude of the effect can also be inferred
from measurements made on a pellicle placed at varying but
near distances from the surface of an unbaffled transducer
with known velocity distribution.
Addition of a baffle will introduce other effects, as due
to the nature of the transducer-baffle boundary and mutual
radiation coupling of the several active and passive surfaces.53 These can, in principle, be distinguished from those of
edge waves because of general frequency-dependent
differences.
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